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HOME OF ORGANIC WINE

ORG DE RAC DIE WAGHUIS RED BLEND 2019
VARIETAL - Swartland
WINE OF ORIGIN - Grenache, Shiraz, Mourvèdre
VINEYARD BACKGROUND - The grapes used for this award-winning wine has its
origins in the ancient well-drained soils of the Org de Rac farm on the slopes of Piketberg. Cold, wet winters and sunny summers ensure the fruit ripens to full phenolic
ripeness, ensuring precise varietal expression of each grape variety in this
Rhone-style red blend. The Grenache component comes from a bush-vine vineyard,
and the different components are harvested at varying ripeness levels to ensure
optimal balance.
WINEMAKING PROCESS - Certain sections of the blend were partially fermented
dry for soft fruit expression, and malolactic fermentation took place in large older
barrels. The use of older 300- and 500-litre barrels for maturation ensures that the
fruit and tannins are well integrated.
WINEMAKER'S TASTING NOTES - Red berry, cherry and plum flavours are
immediately discernable on the nose along with an aromatic hint of white pepper
and cinnamon. On the palate the fruit and spice is joined by a savoury earthiness. The
mouthfeel is juicy and moreish and a fresh salinity makes a splash on the long finish.
SERVING SUGGESTION - This smooth blend offers excellent drinkability in its
relative youth. With its accessible tannins it can also be slightly chilled which makes
it the perfect red wine for enjoyment in summer. Being a typical Rhône blend,
Mediterranean dishes are a natural culinary complement, as is ripe soft cheeses and
mushrooms.
ALC 14.17 % | RS 3.3 g/L | Total acid 5.9 g/L | Free SO2 15 mg/L | Total SO2 77 mg/L | pH 3.58 g/L

HEALTH APPROVAL: RELAX AND ENJOY THIS ECO FRIENDLY, SUSTAINABLY AWARE ORGANIC WINE

